Neural networks in the brain function reliably despite various sources of errors and noise present at every step of signal transmission. Here, we examine the effects of such fluctuations during associative memory storage on properties of biologically constrained McCulloch and Pitts networks. Our results show that networks, loaded with associative memories to capacity, display many structural and dynamical features observed in local cortical circuits. We predict that noisy inhibitory and excitatory connections in the cortex are depressed or completely eliminated during learning, and that neuron classes that operate with low firing rates have low connection probabilities and strengths.
INTRODUCTION
Brain networks can reliably store and retrieve memories despite various sources of errors and noise in signal transmission. To explore the effects of reliability in memory storage on brain connectivity, we examined a model of associative memory storage in a biologically constrained network of McCulloch and Pitts neurons [1] . The problem of associative learning [2] [3] [4] has received much attention over the years due in part to its theoretical tractability (see e.g. [5] [6] [7] [8] ) and the facility to incorporate biologically inspired elements, such as sign-constrained postsynaptic connections (inhibitory and excitatory) (see e.g. [9] [10] [11] ), homeostatically constrained presynaptic connections (see e.g. [12] ), and robustness to noise [6, 7] . Yet, various sources of noise that accompany signal transmission in the brain [13] [14] [15] [16] are not fully accounted for by the associative learning models.
At a high-level description, errors in the input to a neuron combine with fluctuations in synaptic transmission and the neuron's intrinsic sources of noise, producing spiking errors in the neuron's output. The latter are, in turn, injected into the network, completing the error propagation cycle ( Figure 1A ). The associative learning models generally make two unrealistic assumptions, which preclude the analysis of this cycle. First, they assume that intrinsic noise has a fixed range, and second, they allow no errors during the recall of stored memories (but see Supplementary Material of Brunel et al. [10] ). The two assumptions are tightly linked and removing the first necessitates eliminating the second. For example, if the distribution of intrinsic noise is Gaussian, associative memories cannot be retrieved without errors. These assumptions are both inconsistent with experimental evidence and unnecessary. Therefore, we developed a network model of associative memory storage which incorporates the complete error propagation cycle.
RESULTS

Network model of associative memory storage in the presence of errors and noise
We consider an all-to-all potentially (structurally) connected network [17] 
A neuron is said to have learned the presented set of associations successfully if, in the presence of input spiking errors, synaptic and intrinsic noise, the fraction of output errors it produces does not exceed its assigned output error probability, ri. 
Solution of the model
Because individual neurons in the model learn independently from each other and have separate sets of constraints, Eqs.
(1) can be split into N independent single-neuron learning problems, which can be solved numerically (see Supplemental Material). We verified that memories loaded into individual neurons at certain noise strengths can be successfully recalled at the network level in the presence of the same or slightly lower noise strengths ( Figure S1 ). Figure 1C shows that for a relatively low memory load, the probability of successful learning by a neuron is close to 1. With increasing load, the learning problems becomes not feasible, and the success probability undergoes a transition from 1 to 0. Memory load corresponding to the success probability of 0.5 is referred to as the neuron's associative memory storage capacity. With increasing network size, N, the transition from successful learning to inability to learn the entire set of associations becomes sharper, and the neuron's capacity monotonically approaches its N → ∞ limit. In this limit, the associative memory storage problem can be solved with the replica method [21, 22] (see Supplemental Material), and the capacity is said to be critical.
In the case of homogeneous inputs to the neuron, i f f  and i r r  , solution of the model depends on a combination of intrinsic and synaptic noise, referred to as the postsynaptic noise strength (see Supplemental Material): Figure 1D illustrates the dependence of single-neuron critical capacity on postsynaptic noise strength and spiking error probability in the homogeneous case. As expected, because intrinsic and synaptic noise make the learning problem more challenging, a neuron's capacity is a decreasing function of postsynaptic noise strength, Eq. (2). 
Neuron-to-neuron connectivity in homogeneous associative networks
One of the most salient features of sign-constrained associative network models, such as the one described in this study, is that finite fractions of inhibitory and excitatory connections assume zero weights at capacity [9] , mirroring the trend observed in many local cortical networks. In the following, we compare connection probabilities (Pcon) and coefficients of variation (CV) of nonzero connection weights in associative networks at capacity to connection probabilities and CV of unitary postsynaptic potentials (uPSP) obtained experimentally. To that end, we used the dataset compiled in [23] based on 87 electrophysiological studies describing neuron-to-neuron connectivity for 420 local cortical projections (lateral distance between neurons < 100 μm). Figure   2A shows that the average inhibitory Pcon (38 studies, 9,522 connections tested) is significantly larger (p < 10 
Spontaneous dynamics in homogeneous associative networks
Individual neurons in the model associative network can produce irregular and asynchronous spiking activity, similar to what is observed in cortical networks. To quantify the degree of this similarity we compared CV of inter-spike-intervals (ISI) and cross-correlation coefficients of randomly initialized spiking network activity in the model to those measurements obtained experimentally. Dashed isocontour in Figure 3A outlines a region of postsynaptic noise strength and spiking error probability in which the model CV of ISI is consistent with the 0.7-1.1 range measured in different cortical systems [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . Similarly, there is a region of postsynaptic noise strength and spiking error probability ( Figure 3B ) in which calculated spike train cross-correlation coefficients are in agreement with the interquartile range of cortical measurements, 0.04-0.15 [29] .
The degree of asynchrony in spontaneous spiking activity in the associative network increases with postsynaptic noise strength, which can be explained by the decrease in connection probability ( Figures 2B, C) and, consequently, reduction in the amount of common input to the neurons.
It had been shown that irregular and asynchronous activity can result from balance of inhibitory and excitatory postsynaptic inputs to individual cells [30, 31] . In a balanced state, the magnitudes of these inputs are much greater than the threshold of firing, but, due to a high degree of anticorrelation, these inputs nearly cancel, and firing is driven by fluctuations. Figure 3C shows a region of parameters in which neurons in the associative model function in a balanced regime.
Because it is difficult to simultaneously measure inhibitory and excitatory postsynaptic inputs to a neuron, anti-correlations of inhibitory and excitatory inputs have only been measured in nearby cells, 0.4 [32, 33] . As within-cell anti-correlations are expected to be stronger than between-cell anti-correlations, 0.4 can be viewed as a lower bound for the former (dashed isocontour and arrow in Figure 3C ). with the considered experimental measurements. This suggests that, during learning and memory retrieval, the postsynaptic noise strength must lie in the 20-50 range, and the spiking error probability must be less than 0.06. The low value of spiking error probability is consistent with experimental observations of reliability of firing patterns evoked by time-varying stimuli in vivo [28] and in vitro [34] .
Properties of heterogeneous associative networks
General formulation and solution of the associative network model, Eqs. with connection weight, regardless of the source of heterogeneity (r or f). Indeed, this conclusion is supported by the data from 16 local laminar (same cortical layer) and inter-laminar (different layers) excitatory-to-excitatory projections from mouse barrel cortex [35] ( Figure 4G ). The same trend was also observed for excitatory-to-inhibitory, inhibitory-to-excitatory, and inhibitory-toinhibitory projections in mouse visual cortex [36] . Firing probability, f Connection probability Numerical values of all other parameters are explained in [12] . G. Connection probability versus average uPSP for 16 local laminar and inter-laminar excitatory projections from mouse barrel cortex [35] . Black line is the best linear fit.
Motivated by the agreement between the results of the associative network model and measurements from various cortical systems, we put forward two falsifiable predictions. First, we predict that in cortical networks, inhibitory and excitatory connections originating from unreliable neurons (or neuron classes) must have lower connection probabilities and average uPSP (Figures 4B, C). We also predict that inhibitory and excitatory neurons (or neuron classes) operating with low firing rates must establish weak and low probability connections ( Figures 4E, F) .
CONCLUSION
In summary, we built a comprehensive description of the error propagation cycle into the model of associate memory storage. The model was solved theoretically using the replica method in the limit of infinite network size and numerically for large but finites networks. We note that intrinsic noise and postsynaptic spiking errors were first incorporated into the model of associative memory storage by Brunel et al. [10] (see Supplementary Material therein). However, Brunel et al. does not include homeostatic constraints and learning by inhibitory inputs, nor does it examine the complete error propagation cycle, as synaptic noise and presynaptic spiking errors were not considered. We examined the properties of neuron-to-neuron connectivity and dynamics in associative networks at capacity and determined a region of parameters in which the model results are in general agreement with the seven examined features of cortical networks. We show that heterogeneity of neuron population (e.g. different neuron classes) leads to a positive correlation between connection probability and weight, a conclusion supported by measurements from mouse barrel and visual cortices. These results inspired us to put forward two experimentally testable predictions related to cortical connectivity. Finally, we confirmed that memories loaded into individual neurons at a given noise strength can be successfully recalled at the network level in the presence of the same or slightly lower noise strength ( Figure S1 ). Therefore, errors and noise present during learning can be beneficial, as they increases the robustness of stored memories to fluctuations during memory recall, though, at the expense of memory storage capacity.
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
This Supplemental Material describes a model of associative memory storage by a recurrent network of inhibitory and excitatory McCulloch and Pitts neurons. The model builds on previous studies of associative memory (see e.g. [6, 7, [10] [11] [12] 18, 19] ), and provides an all-inclusive account of the error propagation cycle, from pre-and postsynaptic spiking errors, to synaptic noise, to intrinsic noise. In addition, the model incorporates a number of constraints motivated by the experimental data. The model is solved theoretically with the replica method in the limit of infinite network size [21, 22] , and numerically for large, but finite networks. The model gives rise to a comprehensive list of predictions regarding the structure and dynamics of the neural network at the critical memory storage capacity that are consistent with a large number of experimental studies of connectivity in local cortical circuits.
Perceptron model with biologically inspired constraints in the presence of errors and noise
We consider a single perceptron-like neuron that receives Ninh inhibitory and (N − Ninh) excitatory input connections. The neuron is faced with a task of learning a set of m input-output associations 
In these expressions, θ is the Heaviside step-function, fj is the firing probability of input j, fout is the firing probability of the neuron. To enforce sign-constraints on connection weights we introduced parameters gj, which equal 1 if the input j is excitatory and -1 if it is inhibitory.
Parameter w is referred to as the average absolute connection weight. The neuron is faced with the task of finding connection weights,   j J , that satisfy Eqs. (S1) for a given set of model parameters: 
As a result, the inequality constraints on the probabilities of output spike errors in Eqs. (S1) can be expressed in terms of I  and   :
The above two inequalities can be combined into a single expression that must hold, assuming the association μ is successfully learned:
Additional assumptions required for the replica theory solution
Following the procedure outlined in [11, 12] , we assume that the model parameters m/N,
, βsyn, and βint are intensive, or of order 1 with respect to N. In addition, we assume that connection weights are inversely proportional to the system size,
refer to   j J  as scaled connection weights. This particular scaling is traditionally used in associative memory models [10] , and it has been shown that in the biologically plausible high-weight regime, Nwf h  , many model results become independent of this assumption [23] . It follows from the second line of Eqs. (S1) that h w w N   , and we refer to w  as scaled average absolute connection weight.
The complete model, rewritten in terms of the scaled variables, contains one equality and m + N inequality constraints:
Replica theory solution of the model
We begin by calculating the volume of the connection weight space, 
The typical volume of this solution space, typical  , is defined through the averaging of 
This integral is calculated by following a previously established procedure [11, 12] . Below, we outline the main steps of this calculation. 
These variables are next incorporated into Eq. (S8) with the help of Dirac δ-functions: 
Symbol d' in this expression and thereafter is designated for 0 to ∞ integration, whereas d is used for integration from -∞ to ∞. In the following step, the Heaviside step-functions and the δ-functions are replaced with their Fourier representations, which makes it possible to perform the averaging over the associations: 
The following notation is used in the above expression:
We note that parameters A, B, and C, defined in Eqs. (S12) are nonnegative.
Next, we decouple the products containing indices j and µ by introducing three sets of order parameters and embedding them into Eq. (S11) with the help of Dirac δ-functions as was done in Eqs. (S10, S11): 
 , and ˆa  we obtain:
The above integral is calculated by using the steepest descent method combined with the assumption of a replica symmetric saddle point, 2  0  1  1  1  1ˆˆ, , , 
The non-redundant, replica symmetric saddle point coordinates   
To simplify the expressions for E G and S G we employ the Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation (see e.g. [12] ) and take the 0 n  limit:
, , 
Integrals in the arguments of the natural logarithm functions can be expressed in terms of complementary error functions: 
Special functions E, F, and D, in Eqs. (S20) are defined as follows:
After replacing t  with y , and eliminating variables,  , t ,  ,  , and  , we arrive at the final system of six equations and one inequality. This system contains six latent variables u  , x ,  , y , and z which determine the critical capacity of the neuron, c  : 
These equations were solved in MATLAB to produce the results shown in Figure 4 of the main text (network of heterogeneous neurons), and the code is available at https://github.com/neurogeometry/Associative_Learning_with_Noise
We note that Eqs. (S22) are consistent with the solution described in the Supplementary Material of Brunel et al. [10] , who solved a similar problem by minimizing the probability of postsynaptic spiking errors for a given intrinsic noise level. However, the model of Brunel et al. does not account for the homeostatic constraints and learning by inhibitory inputs, nor does it consider the complete error propagation cycle by omitting synaptic noise and presynaptic spiking errors.
Distribution of input weights at critical capacity
Connection probabilities, P con , and probability densities for non-zero input weights, p PSP , at critical capacity can be calculated as previously described [10] [11] [12] . The result depends on the set of latent 
